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The Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) apparatus was adopted to investigate the influence of joint contact
area and spatial geometry of joint surface on the dynamic property of rock joint and wave propagation. The
specimen was comprised of two rock cylinders. The top surfaces of the two cylinders contacted with each
other, and their bottom surfaces contacted with the input and output bars of the SHPB apparatus, respec-
tively. One top surface of one cylinder was sawn to shape a number of notches, while the other surfaces of
the two cylinders were smooth and flat. The artificial rock joint was modeled as the contacted top surfaces
of the two cylinders. The area ratio of contact between joint surfaces equals to the joint matching coefficient
(JMC). The incident, transmitted and reflected waves were recorded from the strain gauges mounted on the
input and output bars. Then, the transmission and reflection coefficients for strain wave propagation across
the rock specimen were obtained. Based on the basic theory of SHPB tests, the stress on the specimen, the
deformation of rock specimen and the stress-closure relation of joint were analyzed. The experimental
results show that the JMC and the spatial geometry of joint surface affect not only the dynamic behavior of
joint but also the stress wave propagation.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

TaggedPJoints generally exist in natural rock masses, and have signifi-
cant effects on the mechanical behavior of rock masses. Many
studies have indicated that mechanical property of joints is
dependent on their physical and geometrical characteristics. For
example, the study of Bandis et al. [1] showed that the normal
stiffness of joint is influenced by the effective contact area of
joint surfaces, the joint roughness coefficient (JRC), the property
of asperity and the filling material. Using the micromechanical
approach, Misra and Marangos [2] found that the roughness of
joint affects the joint closure and wave propagation. Xia et al. [3]
presented a study for quantifying the topography characteristics,
the load-closure deformation of a rock joint under normal com-
pressive loading and found that the waviness of joint affects the
joint stiffness. The joint closure property was determined by
both the surface topography and the elastic property of materials
[4,5]. The research carried out by Zhao [6,7] showed that the
normal closure, stiffness, shear strength and hydromechanical
property of joint were affected by the effective contact area of
joint surfaces coupled with JRC. The joint matching coefficient
TaggedP(JMC) was then proposed as an important and crucial factor to
describe the effective contact area of joint surfaces. The modified
Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar test carried out by Li et al. [8] indi-
cated that the dynamic behavior of filled joints is affected by the
joint thickness and water content of the filling material. The later
studies of Li et al. [9,10] revealed that the type of filling material
also influences the dynamic property of joint as well as the wave
propagation. The modeling results of Hopkins [11] showed that
two joints with the same contact area have different stiffness
depending on the spatial geometry of contact.

TaggedPThe joint property influences not only the mechanical behav-
ior of rock masses but also wave propagation in the rock masses.
Many theoretical studies revealed that the wave propagation is
affected by the dynamic property of joints. For example, the the-
oretical study conducted by Pyrak-Nolte et al. [12,13] showed
the effect of linearly elastic joint on seismic wave propagation.
Based on the displacement discontinuity method, the analytical
result for wave propagation was affected by the linear and non-
linear behaviors of joints [14,15]. Fan and Wu [16] used a modi-
fied dominated frequency method to analyze wave propagation
across jointed rock masses and found that the joint stiffness
influences the effective velocity and transmission coefficient. By
analyzing the interaction between stress wave and rock joints, Li
et al. [17,18] and Li [19] presented that the wave attenuation
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Fig. 1. SHPB test equipment.

List of D13X Xsymbols

E The Young’s modulus of input and output bars
Er The Young’s modulus of intact rock
P Density of input and output bars
Tc Transmission coefficient
Rc Reflection coefficient
ei, et, er Strain recordings of the incident, transmitted and

reflected waves, respectively
_ɛ Strain rate of specimen
E Strain of specimen
S Stress on the specimen
sDuj=2 Compressive stress corresponding to the half value

of joint closure
kn Specific normal stiffness of joint
c0 Wave propagating velocity along the input and out-

put bars
A Cross section area of SHPB bar
l0 Specimen length
lj Joint thickness
T Time
Du Specimen deformation
Dur Rock deformation
Duj Joint deformation
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TaggedPafter a single or a set of joints is related to the joint dynamic
behaviors, such as equally and unequally close-open behavior
when an incident wave normally or obliquely impinges on joints.
Using virtual wave source method, Zhu et al. [20,21] analyzed
wave propagation across rock joints when the incident wave
impinged on joints with normal and oblique angles. Their studies
revealed that wave attenuation is affected by the dynamic prop-
erty of joint as well as the joint spacing. By analyzing wave
attenuation across a joint with different loading/unloading
behavior, Fan and Wong [22] presented that the effect of unload-
ing behavior of joint on wave attenuation is amplitude- and fre-
quency-dependent.

TaggedPBesides theoretical studies, many experiments were conducted to
investigate the effect of joint on wave propagation using different
experimental methods. For example, Kahraman [23] studied the
effect of joint roughness on the propagating velocity of longitudinal-
(P-) wave using artificial fractures in the specimens, and found that
the P-wave propagating velocity decreases with the increase of the
fracture roughness coefficient. Seinov and Chevkin [24] presented
that the width, density and filling materials of joints affected the
attenuation of shock wave during experimental explosion. The
waveform and amplitude of transmitted P-waves were observed to
vary with the number and thickness of low-velocity layers [25].
Experimental investigation showed that ultrasonic wave attenuation
is affected by the fractures during the wave propagation [26]. Among
various experimental methods, the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar
(SHPB) test equipment developed by Kolsky [27] has been used
widely to study the dynamic properties of different materials nowa-
days, including rocks [28�30]. The conventional SHPB equipment
was modified to study the dynamic property of rock joint [8,31�33]
by using rock bars as input and out bars. Based on the modified
SHPB apparatus, an experimental study was carried out by Li and Ma
[8] to test stress wave propagation across filled rock joints. Wu et al.
[31,32] conducted a series of tests to study the effect of strain rate
on wave propagation across filled joints. From the test, Chen et al.
[33] found that the contact area ratio of joint surfaces and the thick-
ness of joint affect wave propagation across rough joint.

TaggedPAlthough it is clear that the joint characteristic has significant
influence on wave propagation and the dynamic property of rock
Please cite this article as: J.C. Li et al., An SHPB test study on wave propa
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TaggedPmasses, there are relatively few researches to study the effect of the
effective contact area of joint or the contact area ratio of joint [11].
The intention of the present research is to investigate the influence
of contact area ratio of joint on its dynamic property and wave prop-
agation. A series of dynamic tests were carried out using the Split
Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) apparatus. Every test specimen was
composed of two granite cylinders to simulate a jointed rock mass.
The contact surfaces of the two cylinders form artificial joints, where
one surface has a number of cutting notches to simulate the rough
surface of joints and the other surface is flat. The effective contact
area or the contact area ratio of the two surfaces of joint denotes the
joint matching coefficient (JMC). From tests, the effects of JMC and
spatial geometry of joint surface on both of wave propagation across
jointed rock mass and the dynamic property of joint are analyzed
and discussed.
2. SHPB test

2.1. Experimental setup

TaggedPThe dynamic test was conducted on a SHPB apparatus, as shown
in Fig. 1. The SHPB apparatus is made up of a striking system, an
input bar, an output bar, a momentum trap bar and a data acquisi-
tion system. Both the diameters and the lengths of input and output
bars are the same, which are 50mm and 2500mm, respectively. The
mechanical parameters of the bars were: the Young's modulus E is
210 GPa, the density r is 7800 kg/m3 and the wave propagation
velocity c0 is 5124m/s. A gas gun was used to launch the striker bar.
The impact between the striker bar and the input bar generates a
longitudinal pulse wave which was instantly applied to the input
bar. A small piece of rubber was selected as the pulse shaper. The
rubber was 5mm in diameter and 1mm in thickness. The rubber
was adhered on the top surface of the input bar to filter out the high
frequency of the pulse. The pulse duration time was increased due
to the deformation of the rubber. The incident, reflected and trans-
mitted strain waves were measured by strain gauges mounted on
the middle position of input and output bars, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
gation across rock masses with different contact area ratios of joint,
1016/j.ijimpeng.2016.12.011
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2.2. Specimen preparation

TaggedPEach surface of joint in nature is very complicated and makes it
not easy to calculate the joint contact area quantitatively. In order to
quantitatively study the effects of joint contact area, the particular
configurations of surface were chosen to makes it feasible to study
the effect of joint contact area during P-wave normally propagation
across the joint.

TaggedPIn the test, each specimen was composed of two granitic cylin-
ders. The diameter and length of each cylinder are 50 and 25mm,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(a). One top surface of one cylinder
was rough and had a number of cutting notches, while the other top
and bottom surfaces of the two cylinders were smooth and flat. An
artificial joint was modeled by the contact of the two top surfaces of
the two cylinders. During preparing the specimens, the cutting
machine was used to groove on the surface of cylinder, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). The rock blocks shown in Fig. 2(b) were divided into three
groups according to the width of notches, i.e. 4mm, 5mm and
6mm, respectively. The depth of all notches was 3mm. Fig. 2(c)
shows the rock cylinders without notches.

TaggedPEach group includes seven blocks with notch number ranging
from 1 to 6, where the blocks s-4-4 and s-4-40 (or blocks s-5-4 and s-
Fig. 2. Specimens for the SHPB test.
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TaggedP5-40, blocks s-6-4 and s-6-40) shown in Fig. 2(b) have the same notch
line number and notch width but different surface distribution con-
figurations. Some blocks shown in Fig. 2(b) have the same cutting
lines of notch, such as s-4-2, s-5-2 and s-6-2. The notch central lines
of these three blocks were arranged at the same position on the
block surfaces. However, the three blocks have different notch
widths. For example, the notch width is 4mm for the block s-4-2,
5mm for the block s-5-2 and 6mm for the block s-6-2. Three artifi-
cial joints were then generated when the blocks with three different
notch widths were contacted with an un-cut cylinder, as shown in
Fig. 2(a). The contact area ratio is defined as the effective contact
area, i.e., the ratio of the sum area of convex surface on a notched
block to the surface area of un-cut cylinder. The contact area ratio is
equal to the joint matching coefficient (JMC) according to the defini-
tion by Zhao [7]. Table 1 shows the JMC (e.g. contact area ratio) of
joints with different notch numbers and notch widths. The notch
depth was regarded as the joint thickness. We can see from Table 1
that the matching coefficients for s-4-4 and s-4-40 are different, so
are the other two types of specimens (e.g. s-5-4 and s-5-40, s-6-4 and
s-6-40). The intention to cut different notch distributions of s-4-4
and s-4-40 (or s-5-4 and s-5-40, s-6-4 and s-6-40) is to study the effect
of spatial geometry of joint surface on both of wave propagation and
the dynamic property of joint.

TaggedPAs a brittle material, each rock block is very easy to be damaged
during specimen preparation. It becomes more difficult to keep the
specimen intact when we cut a number of narrower notches to get
lower contact area ratio. Hence, the lowest JMCs of the specimen are
0.52, 0.42 and 0.32 for the notch width of 4, 5 and 6mm, respec-
tively.

TaggedPFrom the acoustic velocity experiment and the uniaxial compres-
sive test, some basic parameters of the granite blocks were obtained:
the longitudinal wave velocity of granite is 3368m/s, the density is
2630 kg/m3, the Young's modulus is 30 GPa and the Poisson ratio is
0.30.
3. SHPB tests results and analysis

TaggedPWith respect to different JMCs and spatial geometries of contact
area, 22 test groups were conducted to investigate the effects of con-
tact area ratio on stress wave propagation and the dynamic property
of rock joints. Each test group includes three ones to guarantee the
repeatability of the experimental study. During the test, the two
rock blocks were contacted tightly and sandwiched between the
input and output bars. The petroleum jelly was used to reduce the
friction between the specimen and the bars. The impact velocity of
striker bar was controlled to be around 1.0m/s in the study. The rela-
tively low impacting velocity was to avoid the damage in the speci-
men.

3.1. Data processing method

TaggedPWhen a plane wave of either longitudinal- (P-) or transverse-
(S-) wave impinges on the interface of two media, both reflection
and transmission take place [34]. Misra and Marangos [3]
derived the reflection and transmission of plane waves across
fractures based on the Hertzian contact theory. To analyze effect
of joint or jointed rock mass on wave propagation, transmission
and reflection coefficients are usually adopted. Here, the trans-
mission coefficient is denoted as Tc and the reflection coefficient
is denoted as Rc, which are the ratio between the peak values of
transmitted (reflected) wave and incident wave peak. Hence, Tc
and Rc can be expressed as:

Tc D max jɛtjð Þ
max jɛijð Þ ð1Þ
gation across rock masses with different contact area ratios of joint,
1016/j.ijimpeng.2016.12.011
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Table 1.
The matching coefficient of an artificial joint (JMCs).

Number of notch 1 2 3 4 4 5 6

notch width JMC
4mm 0.897 0.803 0.726 0.657 (for s-4-40) 0.644 0.597 0.519
5mm 0.872 0.756 0.663 0.583 (for s-5-40) 0.561 0.507 0.417
6mm 0.847 0.712 0.603 0.513 (for s-6-40) 0.481 0.422 0.324
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TaggedP

Rc D max jɛrjð Þ
max jɛijð Þ ð2Þ

where ԑi, ԑt, ԑr are the incident, transmission and reflection waves
recorded by the strain gauges, respectively.

TaggedPAccording to the fundamental theory of SHPB test, the stress s,
strain rate _ɛ, and strain ԑ of the specimen can be calculated by the fol-
lowing expressions:

sD EA
2As

ɛi C ɛr C ɛtð Þ ð3Þ

_ɛD c0
l0

ɛi¡ɛt¡ɛrð Þ ð4Þ

ɛD c0
l0

Z t

0
ɛi¡ɛt¡ɛrð Þdt ð5Þ

where E is the Young's modulus of input and output bars; A denotes
the area of the interface between the bars and specimen; c0 is the
wave spreading velocity in the input and output bars; l0 is the length
of specimen; ԑi, ԑt and ԑr stand for the incident, transmitted and
reflected waves recorded by the strain gauges, respectively; and t is
the time.

TaggedPFor the present one-dimensional wave propagation problem, the
deformation of each specimen is caused by the artificial joint and
the adjacent rocks, that is,

DuDDur CDuj ð6Þ
where Du is the sum deformation caused by rock deformation Dur
and joint deformationDuj, respectively. From Hooke's law, there is

ɛD sðl0¡ljÞ
Erl0

C Duj

l0
ð7Þ

where ԑ is the total strain of specimen, i.e. the value calculated from
Eq. (5); Er is the Young's modulus of intact rock, and equals to
30 GPa; lj is the joint thickness which is 3mm in the study. Eq. (7)
can be rewritten as

Duj D ɛl0¡s l0¡lj
� �
Er

ð8Þ
3.2. Typical strain gauge records

TaggedPFig. 3 shows the records of strain gauges mounted on the input
and output bars when the notch width was 4mm and the JMCs were
1.0, 0.803, 0.657 and 0.519, respectively. JMC being 1.0 means the
artificial joint was composed of two flat contact surfaces, that is, the
two blocks were intact and had no notches on the two surfaces. The
incident and reflected waves propagating in the input bar and the
transmitted wave propagating in the output bar can be obtained
from the records.

TaggedPSince the impact velocity of the striker bar was controlled at
almost the same value for each test, the similar waveforms of inci-
dent waves were generated in the input bar. We can see from Fig. 3
that the waveforms of the transmitted and reflected waves are very
similar when the specimens are different. The amplitude of incident
wave is about 250me, the amplitudes of transmitted waves are about
184, 155, 145 and 133me for JMC being 1.0, 0.803, 0.657 and 0.519,
Please cite this article as: J.C. Li et al., An SHPB test study on wave propa
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TaggedPrespectively, and the amplitudes of reflected strain waves are about
120, 136, 140 and 163me for the four JMCs, respectively. It can be
observed from Fig. 3 that the amplitude of transmitted wave
decreases while the amplitude of reflected wave increases with
decreasing JMC.

3.3. Transmission and reflection coefficients

TaggedPFrom the test, we also obtained the incident, reflected and trans-
mitted waves before and after the specimens with notch width of
5mm and 6mm, which are very similar to the waveforms shown in
Fig. 3. From Eqs. (1) and (2), the transmission and reflection coeffi-
cients for wave propagation across the rock specimens are calcu-
lated. Figs. 4 and 5 show the effect of JMC on the transmission and
reflection coefficients and the corresponding fitting curves. We can
see from the fitting curves that the tendency of transmission coeffi-
cient is rise with the increase of JMC if the notch width is given.
When the value of JMC approaches 1, the transmission coefficients
for the notch width of 5mm and 6mm are very close to each other.
By comparison, we also find that the transmission coefficient for the
specimen with notch width of 6mm is the largest while the trans-
mission coefficient for the specimen with notch width of 4mm is
the smallest if the JMC is given. This phenomenon indicates that the
wave attenuation becomes more obvious during wave propagation
across a joint with clustered contact area than that for a joint with
dispersed contact area if the contact area ratio of joint is kept con-
stant. Additionally, the gradient of the fitting curve for the specimen
with notch width of 4mm is higher than that of the specimens with
notch width of 5 and 6mm.

TaggedPFig. 5 shows the relation between the reflection coefficient and
the notch width of specimen. For a group of specimens with given
notch width, the reflection coefficient generally drops when JMC
changes from a smaller value to a larger one. For one JMC, the fitting
curves show that the reflection coefficient for notch width of 4mm
is obviously the highest except for JMC of 1. However, the reflection
coefficient for notch width of 5mm is a little lower than that for
notch width of 6mm, which may be caused by test error.

TaggedPWe also find that the reflection coefficient shown in Fig. 5 is more
scatter than the transmission coefficient shown in Fig. 4. The phe-
nomena might be caused by the effects of multiple reflections and
transmissions induced in the specimen on the reflected and trans-
mitted waves. In the test, wave propagated across three discontinu-
ous interfaces, i.e. the joint, the interfaces of input bar-specimen and
specimen-output bar. During wave propagation, not only the
reflected and transmitted waves were produced from the interfaces
of input bar-specimen and specimen-output bar, but also the multi-
ple reflections and transmissions were generated between the three
discontinuous interfaces.

3.4. Stress-strain relations and stiffness analysis

TaggedPFrom Eqs. (3) to (5), we can calculate the stress and strain values
when the incident, transmitted and reflected strain waves are
obtained from the test. Fig. 6 illustrates the curves of strain/stress
versus time when notch width is 4mm and JMCs are 0.897 and
0.519, respectively. The maximum values of strains are 4580me for
gation across rock masses with different contact area ratios of joint,
1016/j.ijimpeng.2016.12.011
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Fig. 3. Records of four matching coefficients (notch width of 4mm).
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TaggedPJMC being 0.897, and 5090me for JMC being 0.519. The largest
stresses acting on the specimens are 42.54MPa and 28.23MPa when
JMCs are 0.897 and 0.519, respectively.

TaggedPFrom the variation of stress/strain with time, the relation
between the stress and strain of the specimen can be obtained. Fig. 7
(a) and (b) show the curves of stress versus strain for the specimen
with notch width of 4 and 6mm, respectively. Each curve indicates
the dynamic stress-strain behavior of specimen with a given JMC.

TaggedPFig. 7 shows the relation between the strain of specimen with the
stress on the specimen, where notch widths are 4 and 6mm. We can
see from the figure that during loading process the strain of each
specimen increases with the increase of stress acting on the speci-
men until arriving at the peak value. For the specimen with notch
width of 4 or 6mm, the maximum deformation of specimen
Fig. 4. Transmission coefficient for different JMCs.

Please cite this article as: J.C. Li et al., An SHPB test study on wave propa
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TaggedPbecomes larger with decreasing JMC. In addition, the pre-peak por-
tion of the stress-strain relation of specimen is almost linear when
the JMC is higher than 0.70 and it becomes nonlinear when the JMC
is lower than 0.70. We define the effective deformation modulus of
specimen as the slope of the pre-peak linear portion of the stress-
strain relation. When JMC is 1, the pre-peak portion of the stress-
strain relation of specimen is almost linear and this indicates the
two rock blocks deform linearly. The effective deformation modulus
of specimen with JMC 1.0 is about 32 GPa, which is a little higher
than the static test result, i.e. the deformation modulus of specimen
is 30 GPa. It is clear that the effective deformation modulus of speci-
men decrease with decreasing JMC. The peak strain of the specimen
with a lower JMC is almost greater than that for the specimen with a
higher JMC, while it is vice versa for the peak stress on the specimen.
Fig. 5. Reflection coefficient for different JMCs.

gation across rock masses with different contact area ratios of joint,
1016/j.ijimpeng.2016.12.011
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Fig. 6. The time historical curves of stress and strain for sample s-4-1 and s-4-6.

Fig. 7. Stress-strain relation of specimen with different joint matching coefficients.
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TaggedPThis can be understood because the incident strain wave in the test
was almost the same but attenuated more obviously for the speci-
men with lower JMC than that for the specimen with higher JMC.
Fig. 7 also shows the maximum value for the strain rate of specimen,
which almost increases with decreasing JMC or joint contact area
ratio except for the specimen with JMC 0.42 and notch width 6mm.

TaggedPThe relation between stress s on the joint and joint closureDuj is
obtained from Eq. (8). As shown in Fig. 8, the pre-peak portion of the
relationship of stress-closure is nonlinear when JMC is lower than
0.7, so kn is introduced to investigate the influence of JMC on the ini-
tial normal stiffness of joint. Here, the specific normal stiffness kn is
defined as

kn D s
Duj

ð9Þ
Please cite this article as: J.C. Li et al., An SHPB test study on wave propa
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TaggedPwhereDuj is the closure over the entire range of compressive stress
and s denotes sDuj=2, i.e. the compressive stress corresponding to
the half value of joint closure [35].

TaggedPFig. 8(a) and (b) show variation of stress on a joint with joint clo-
sure when the specimens have notch width of 4 and 6mm, respec-
tively. We can see from each stress versus closure curve shown in
two figures that a higher stress generally causes joint closes greatly
during loading path. Similar to the tendency of curves shown in
Fig. 7, the peak value of joint closure is higher when the JMC is
lower.

TaggedPIn Figs. 7(a) and 8(a), the peak values of the deformation of speci-
men and joint are about 0.183 and 0.143mm, respectively, for JMC of
0.9, about 0.225 and 0.190mm, respectively, for JMC of 0.66, and
about 0.255 and 0.228mm, respectively, for JMC of 0.52. Hence, the
percentages of the deformation of joint in whole deformation of the
specimen are 78%, 84% and 89%, although the ratio of the joint thick-
ness to the specimen length is only 6%. It indicates that the deforma-
tion of the specimen is mainly caused by the deformation of the joint.
gation across rock masses with different contact area ratios of joint,
1016/j.ijimpeng.2016.12.011
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Fig. 8. Stress-closure relation of artificial joints with different JMCs.

Fig. 9. The specific stiffness of joints with different JMCs.

Fig. 10. The stresses on the two interfaces between the bars and the specimen.
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TaggedPFrom Eq. (9), the specific stiffness of joint is calculated, as shown
in Fig. 9. The corresponding fitting curves are also shown in the
figure. We can observe from the figure that the joint specific stiffness
generally increases with the increase of JMC when the notch width
of specimen is given. For example, for joints with notch width of
4mm, the joint specific stiffness varies from about 103 GPa/m for
JMC of 0.52�180 GPa/m for JMC of 0.90.

TaggedPBy comparison, the specific stiffness for joint with notch width of
4mm is the lowest while the specific stiffness for joints with notch
width of 6mm is the highest if the JMC is given. It indicates that
joints having compact contact area are harder and more difficult to
deform, and vice versa. The joint stiffness for the specimen s-4-4 is a
little higher than that of the specimen s-4-40, although the JMC
of the specimen s-4-4 is lower than that of specimen s-4-40. This
phenomenon can also be observed for the stiffness of the specimens
s-5-40 and s-5-4 and the specimens s-6-40 and s-6-4. As mentioned
above, the specimens s-4-40 (s-5-40 and s-6-40) and s-4-4 (s-5-4 and
s-6-4) have the same number of notch but different spatial geometry
of joint. It indicates that the joint specific stiffness depends on the
Please cite this article as: J.C. Li et al., An SHPB test study on wave propagation across rock masses with different contact area ratios of joint,
International Journal of Impact Engineering (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijimpeng.2016.12.011
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TaggedPcontact area ratio of joint as well as the spatial geometry of joint
contact area.

4. Discussion

TaggedPThe stresses on the two interfaces of input bar-specimen and
specimen-output bar are checked for the specimen, so as to
check the uniform of stress. We choose the specimen without
notches and the specimen s-6-6, where the JMCs are 1.0 and
0.32, respectively. Fig. 10 shows the stresses before and after the
specimens. Both plots show that the loading paths of stress on
the two interfaces are very similar, but there is a discrepancy for
the unloading paths of the stresses on the two interfaces. In
Fig. 10(a), the maximum stress on the interface of input bar-
specimen is 39.6 MPa and the maximum stress on the interface
of specimen-output bar is 41.9 MPa. The maximum discrepancy
for unloading path shown in Fig. 10(a) is about 5%. In Fig. 10(b),
the maximum stress on the interface of input bar-specimen is
about 34MPa and the maximum stress on the interface of speci-
men-output bar is about 32MPa. The maximum discrepancy for
unloading path shown in Fig. 10(b) is about 10%. The two plots
reveal that the stresses on the two interfaces are almost uniform
in the loading path. Therefore, the data process method used in
this study is effective.

TaggedPIt should be noted that the stress field around the artificial joint is
not uniform during the test when the JMC of the joint is less than
one. The influence of artificial joint on the non-uniformity of stress
field before and after the joint is related to the thickness of the joint
and the distribution of the joint surface. Our further work is to study
the effects of thickness of joint and distribution of joint surface on
the stress field uniformity.

5. Conclusions

TaggedPThe SHPB tests were conducted to study effects of joint
matching coefficient and the spatial geometry of joint contact
surface on wave propagation and the dynamic property of joints.
During the test, the specimen was composed of two rock blocks
and the artificial joints were comprised of the contact surfaces of
the two blocks, one of which surface was rough and the other
was flat. In the study, the joint thickness remains invariant.

TaggedPThe test results demonstrate that wave propagation is obviously
influenced by the joint contact area ratio (e.g. JMC). For one notch
width, the transmission coefficient for wave propagation across a
jointed rock specimen generally increases with the increase of JMC.
For a given JMC, the transmission coefficient for joint surface with
wide notches is larger than that for joint surface with narrow
notches. In addition, the reflection coefficient decreases with
increasing JMC.

TaggedPIn addition, the stress-closure relation and normal stiffness of
rock joints are related to the JMC as well as the spatial geometry of
joint contact area. Since a joint with higher JMC usually has a greater
specific normal stiffness, P-wave attenuation and dissipation
become reduced during wave propagation across the jointed rock
mass. Meanwhile, when the JMC is given, the joint with clustered
contact area is generally harder and stiffer than the joint with dis-
persed contact area. This results in that the transmission coefficient
for joints with clustered contact area is obviously greater than that
for joints with dispersed contact area.
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